Late Edition
Today, cloudy, afternoon flurries,
high 33. Tonight, chilly, snow
showers, low 25. Tomorrow, sunny,
brisk, high 33. Details and weather
map are in SportsSunday, Page 10.
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MILITANTS’ GOAL
IN ALGERIA SIEGE:
A GIANT FIREBALL

$6 beyond the greater New York metropolitan area.

$5.00

TOP G.O.P. DONORS
SEEK GREATER SAY
IN SENATE RACES

“You keep giving Adderall to my son, you’re going to kill him.”
Rick Fee, to one of his son’s doctors.

STYMIED BY SHUTDOWN

BID TO CULL CHALLENGES

Wanted to Restart Gas
Plant So They Could
Blow Up Captives

Taking Aim at Hopefuls
Viewed as Too Far
Right to Win
By JEFF ZELENY

By ADAM NOSSITER
and NICHOLAS KULISH

TIGUENTOURINE, Algeria —
The goal of the heavily armed
militants who seized the desert
gas plant here is becoming increasingly clear: to turn the forest of pipes and tubes into a giant
bomb, and to blow up everything
and anyone around. What none of
them knew was exactly how, in
the endless maze of metal, to do
it.
The hundreds of workers at the
plant when it was taken over last
month found themselves caught
between the ruthless militants on
the inside and an Algerian Army
ringing the perimeter that was
bent on showing no weakness. As
the realization dawned on the
captors that they, too, were essentially captives, they grew agitated and more aggressive, witnesses say. Moreover, the plant’s
operations had shut down during
their initial assault.
Bristling with weapons, they
made their demands known to
the remaining employees: restart the plant, get the compressors working again and turn the
power back on.
“They pushed me very hard to
restart the plant,” said Lotfi
Benadouda, the Algerian plant
executive whom the militants
singled out as the man in charge.
“Their objective was to move the
hostages to the plant. They wanted to get to the factory with the
hostages, and explode it.”
A more complete view of the
hostage drama in the Sahara that
began the morning of Jan. 16, and
of the militants’ motives in carrying it out, has emerged as some
of the captives provided detailed
accounts of the four-day standoff,
which left at least 37 foreign hostages and 29 kidnappers dead.
Their accounts contradicted
some of the Algerian government’s public assertions about
Continued on Page 12

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa —
The biggest donors in the Republican Party are financing a new
group to recruit seasoned candidates and protect Senate incumbents from challenges by farright conservatives and Tea Party enthusiasts who Republican
leaders worry could complicate
the party’s efforts to win control
of the Senate.
The group, the Conservative
Victory Project, is intended to
counter other organizations that
have helped defeat establishment
Republican candidates over the
last two election cycles. It is the
most robust attempt yet by Republicans to impose a new sense
of discipline on the party, particularly in primary races.
“There is a broad concern
about having blown a significant
number of races because the
wrong candidates were selected,”
said Steven J. Law, the president
of American Crossroads, the “super PAC” creating the new
project. “We don’t view ourselves
as being in the incumbent protection business, but we want to pick
the most conservative candidate
who can win.”
The effort would put a new
twist on the Republican-vs.-Republican warfare that has consumed the party’s primary races
in recent years. In effect, the establishment is taking steps to
fight back against Tea Party
groups and other conservative
organizations that have wielded
significant influence in backing
candidates who ultimately lost
seats to Democrats in the general
election.
The first test of the group’s effort to influence primary races
could come here in Iowa, where
some Republicans are already
worrying about who will run for
the seat being vacated by Senator Tom Harkin, a Democrat. It is
Continued on Page 21

Before his addiction, Richard Fee was a popular college class president and aspiring medical student.

Drowned in a Stream of Prescriptions
Addict’s Parents Couldn’t Halt Flow of Attention Deficit Drug
By ALAN SCHWARZ

VIRGINIA BEACH — Every morning
on her way to work, Kathy Fee holds her
breath as she drives past the squat brick
building that houses Dominion Psychiatric Associates.
It was there that her son, Richard, visited a doctor and received prescriptions
for Adderall, an amphetamine-based medication for attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder. It was in the parking lot that she
insisted to Richard that he did not have
A.D.H.D., not as a child and not now as a
24-year-old college graduate, and that he
was getting dangerously addicted to the
medication. It was inside the building that
her husband, Rick, implored Richard’s
doctor to stop prescribing him Adderall,
warning, “You’re going to kill him.”
It was where, after becoming violently
delusional and spending a week in a psychiatric hospital in 2011, Richard met with

his doctor and received prescriptions for
90 more days of Adderall. He hanged himself in his bedroom closet two weeks after
they expired.
The story of Richard Fee, an athletic,
personable college class president and aspiring medical student, highlights widespread failings in the system through
which five million Americans take medication for A.D.H.D., doctors and other experts said.
Medications like Adderall can markedly
improve the lives of children and others
with the disorder. But the tunnel-like focus
the medicines provide has led growing
numbers of teenagers and young adults to
fake symptoms to obtain steady prescriptions for highly addictive medications that
carry serious psychological dangers.
These efforts are facilitated by a segment
of doctors who skip established diagnostic
procedures, renew prescriptions reflex-

ively and spend too little time with patients to accurately monitor side effects.
Richard Fee’s experience included it all.
Conversations with friends and family
members and a review of detailed medical
records depict an intelligent and articulate
young man lying to doctor after doctor,
physicians issuing hasty diagnoses, and
psychiatrists continuing to prescribe medication — even increasing dosages — despite evidence of his growing addiction
and psychiatric breakdown.
Very few people who misuse stimulants
devolve into psychotic or suicidal addicts.
But even one of Richard’s own physicians,
Dr. Charles Parker, characterized his case
as a virtual textbook for ways that
A.D.H.D. practices can fail patients, particularly young adults. “We have a significant travesty being done in this country
with how the diagnosis is being made and
Continued on Page 16

Backstage Glimpses of Clinton as Dogged Diplomat, Win or Lose In Hard Economy for All Ages,
Older Isn’t Better . . . It’s Brutal
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Egyptian Ministry Apologizes

Doubts on Victory in Mali

Koch and His New York

Super Bowl XLVII Preview

Thomas L. Friedman

The Interior Ministry issued a rare apology after its officers were caught on live
television stripping and beating a man,
bolstering a sense of anarchy. PAGE 14

As President François Hollande of
France was cheered in Timbuktu,
doubts remained on how badly Mali’s
rebels have been defeated.
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A look at the colorful life and times of
Edward I. Koch: from his administration’s record to his apartments to his
film reviews.
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San Francisco’s Pistol offense and ways
Baltimore will try to stop it, the man
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mize concussions, and more.
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To document President Obama’s skeet shooting, the White
House released a photograph from Camp David. Page 22.

search, a data analysis company.
Their retirement savings and
home values fell sharply at the
worst possible time: just before
they needed to cash out. They are
supporting both aged parents
and unemployed young-adult
children, earning them the inauspicious nickname “Generation
Squeeze.”
New research suggests that
they may die sooner, because
their health, income security and
Continued on Page 20
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Susan Zimmerman, 62, has
three part-time jobs.
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By CATHERINE RAMPELL

Young graduates are in debt,
out of work and on their parents’
couches. People in their 30s and
40s can’t afford to buy homes or
have children. Retirees are earning near-zero interest on their
savings.
In the current listless economy, every generation has a
claim to having been most injured. But the Labor Department’s latest jobs snapshot and
other recent data reports present
a strong case for crowning baby
boomers as the greatest victims
of the recession and its grim aftermath.
These Americans in their 50s
and early 60s — those near retirement age who do not yet have
access to Medicare and Social Security — have lost the most earnings power of any age group, with
their household incomes 10 percent below what they made when
the recovery began three years
ago, according to Sentier Re-
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They may also be a guide to her
thinking as she ponders a future
run for the presidency with favorability ratings that are the
highest of her career, even after
her last months at the State Department were marred by the

COPYRIGHT

were often more activist than
those of a White House that has
kept a tight grip on foreign policy.
The disclosures about Mrs.
Clinton’s behind-the-scenes role
in Syria and Myanmar — one a
setback, the other a success — offer a window into her time as a
member of Mr. Obama’s cabinet.
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WASHINGTON — Last summer, as the fighting in Syria
raged and questions about the
United States’ inaction grew, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
Clinton conferred privately with
David H. Petraeus, the director of
the C.I.A. The two officials were
joining forces on a plan to arm
the Syrian resistance.
The idea was to vet the rebel
groups and train fighters, who
would be supplied with weapons.
The plan had risks, but it also offered the potential reward of creating Syrian allies with whom the
United States could work, both
during the conflict and after
President Bashar al-Assad’s
eventual removal.
Mrs. Clinton and Mr. Petraeus
presented the proposal to the
White House, according to administration officials. But with
the White House worried about
the risks, and with President
Obama in the midst of a re-election bid, they were rebuffed.
A year earlier, she had better

luck with the White House. Overcoming the administration’s
skeptics, she persuaded Mr. Obama to open relations with the military rulers in Myanmar, a reclusive dictatorship eager to emerge
from decades of isolation.
As she leaves the State Department, the simplest yardstick
for measuring Mrs. Clinton’s legacy has been her tireless travels:
112 countries, nearly a million
miles, 401 days on the road. Historians will point to how she expanded the State Department’s
agenda to embrace issues like
gender violence and the use of
social media in diplomacy.
“We do need a new architecture for this new world: more
Frank Gehry than formal Greek,”
Mrs. Clinton said in a speech last
week that served as both a valedictory and a reminder of why
she remained the nation’s most
potent political figure aside from
Mr. Obama.
And yet, interviews with more
than a dozen current and former
officials also paint a more complex picture: of a dogged diplomat and a sometimes frustrated
figure who prized her role as
team player, but whose instincts
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